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•  Integrated platform to support translational research 
•  Initiated by Johnson & Johnson et Recombinant 6 years ago 

–  PI:  Eric Perakslis 
 

•  Open-source since January 24th , 2012 
•  Installed at HEGP Hospital, Paris since May, 2012 
•  Today, driven and maintained by the tranSMART  

 
http://transmartfoundation.org 
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BRISK,	  	  
caTRIP	  
cBio	  Cancer	  
Portal	  
G-‐DOC	  

iCOD	  
iDASH	  
tranSMART	  (i2b2)	  
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tranSMART main installations 

•  International Research Initiatives 
–  IMI – eTRIKS, EMIF 
–  CTMM – TraIT 

•  Pharma & Biotech 
–  Sanofi, Millennium, Pfizer, JNJ, 

Roche 
•  Government aligned Institutions 

–  FDA 
•  Non-Profits 

–  1Mind4Research, Orion 
Bionetworks 

•  Hospitals / Academics 
–  U Michigan, John’s Hopkins, St. 

Jude, HEGP, Harvard/Boston 
Children Hospital 

•  Service Providers 
–  Thomson Reuters, 

Recombinant(Deloitte), theHyve, 
Rancho Biosciences, BTGS 

Start	   Organiza?on	   Type	   Stage	  
2008	   Johnson	  &	  Johnson	  	   Pharma	   Produc:on	  	  
2008	   Recombinant	  by	  DeloiCe	   Services	   Mul:ple	  
2010	   Sage	  Bionetworks	  	   Non	  profit	   Produc:on	  	  
2010	   Thomson	  Reuters	   Services	   Support	  
2010	   U-‐BIOPRED	  	   Consor:um	   Produc:on	  	  
2011	   SAFE-‐T	  	   Consor:um	   Pilot	  	  
2011	   University	  of	  Michigan,	  

Comprehensive	  Cancer	  Center	  
(UMCCC)	  

Academic	   Produc:on	  	  

2012	   APHP-‐HEGP	  Paris	  France	   Academic	   Produc?on	  	  
2012	   BT	  Cure	  	   Consor:um	   Pilot	  	  
2012	   CTMM/TraIT	   Consor:um	   Development	  
2012	   FDA	   Government	   Development	  
2012	   IMI/eTRIKS	   Consor:um	   Development	  
2012	   Merck	   Pharma	   Pilot	  
2012	   Millennium	  Pharmaceu:cals	   Pharma	   Produc:on	  	  
2012	   One	  Mind	  for	  Research	  (1M4R)	   Non	  profit	   Produc:on	  	  
2012	   Pfizer	   Pharma	   Produc:on	  	  
2012	   Roche	   Pharma	   Evalua:on	  
2012	   Sanofi-‐Aven:s	   Pharma	   Development	  
2012	   St.	  Jude	   Non	  profit	  medical	  center	   Development	  
2012	   University	  of	  Michigan,	  

Department	  of	  Computa:onal	  
Medicine	  &	  Bioinforma:cs	  
(DCM&B)	  

Academic	   Development,	  Pilot	  

2013	   Agios	   Biotechnology	   Evalua:on	  
2013	   CARPEM	  –	  Cancer	  personalized	  

medicine	  
Academic	  French	  grant	   Development	  

2013	   Harvard	  Medical	  School	  /	  	  
Boston	  Children	  Hospital	  

Academic	   Au?sm	  Pilot	  

2013	   Boehringer	  Ingelheim	   Pharma	   Pilot	  
2013	   Bristol	  Myers	  Squibb	   Pharma	   Evalua:on	  
2013	   BT	  Global	  Services	   Services	   Pilot	  

2013	   Accelerated	  Cure	  Project	  for	  MS	   Non	  profit	   Development	  

2014	  
Personalized medicine and 
colorectal cancers 

Academic French grant Development	  

2014	  

PCORI PRRN Phelan-
McDermid Syndrome Data 
Network	  

Academic	  US	  grant	   Development	  



Objectives : 
1.  Integration of clinical, biological and ‘omics 

data in one place – hypothesis free – 
2.  Generation of hypothesis by Clinicians / 

Researchers 
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Autism cohorts 
Phenotype data 

•  Simons Simplex Collection (SSC)    2,760 
•  AGRE             3,300 
•  Autism Consortium (AC)          525 

•  Gene-Pheno studies – Lou Kunkel - HMS   
–  Pre AC 
–  AC 
–  SSC 
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BIG data 
[Bioinformatics & Integrative Genomics]  
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We termed the four HGS-OvCa subtypes ‘immunoreactive’, ‘dif-
ferentiated’, ‘proliferative’ and ‘mesenchymal’ on the basis of gene
content in the clusters (Supplementary Methods, section 6) and pre-
vious observations25. T-cell chemokine ligands CXCL11 and CXCL10
and the receptor CXCR3 characterized the immunoreactive subtype.
High expression of transcription factors such as HMGA2 and SOX11,
low expression of ovarian tumour markers (MUC1 and MUC16) and
high expression of proliferation markers such as MCM2 and PCNA
defined the proliferative subtype. The differentiated subtype was
associated with high expression of MUC16 and MUC1 and with
expression of the secretory fallopian tube maker SLPI, suggesting a
more mature stage of development. High expression of HOX genes
and markers suggestive of increased stromal components such as for
myofibroblasts (FAP) and microvascular pericytes (ANGPTL2 and
ANGPTL1) characterized the mesenchymal subtype.

Increased DNA methylation and reduced tumour expression
implicated 168 genes as epigenetically silenced in HGS-OvCa samples
compared with fallopian tube controls26. DNA methylation was
correlated with reduced gene expression across all samples (Sup-
plementary Methods, section 7). AMT, CCL21 and SPARCL1 were
noteworthy because they showed promoter hypermethylation in the
vast majority of the tumours. Unexpectedly, RAB25, previously
reported to be amplified and overexpressed in ovarian cancer27, also
seemed to be epigenetically silenced in a subset of tumours. The
BRCA1 promoter was hypermethylated and silenced in 56 of 489
(11.5%) tumours, as previously reported28 (Supplementary Fig. 7.1).

Consensus clustering of variable DNA methylation across tumours
identified four subtypes (Supplementary Methods, section 7, and
Supplementary Fig. 7.2) that were significantly associated with differ-
ences in age, BRCA inactivation events and survival (Supplementary
Methods, section 7). However, the clusters demonstrated only modest
stability.

Survival duration did not differ significantly for transcriptional sub-
types in the TCGA data set. The proliferative group showed a decrease
in the rate of MYC amplification and RB1 deletion, whereas the immu-
noreactive subtype showed an increased frequency of 3q26.2
(MECOM) amplification (Supplementary Table 6.2 and Supplemen-
tary Fig. 6.4). A moderate, but significant, overlap between the DNA
methylation clusters and gene expression subtypes was noted
(P , 2.2 3 10216, chi-squared test, adjusted Rand index of 0.07;
Supplementary Methods, section 7, and Supplementary Table 7.6).

A 193-gene transcriptional signature predictive of overall survival
was defined using the integrated expression data set from 215 samples.
After univariate Cox regression analysis, we found that 108 genes were
correlated with poor survival and that 85 were correlated with good
survival (P-value cut-off of 0.01; Supplementary Methods, section 6,
and Supplementary Table 6.4). We validated the predictive power of
this gene expression signature on an independent set of 255 TCGA
samples (Fig. 2b) as well as on three independent expression data
sets25,29,30. Each of the validation samples was assigned a prognostic
gene score, reflecting the similarity between its expression profile and
the prognostic gene signature31 (Supplementary Methods, section 6).
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Figure 1 | Genome copy number abnormalities. a, Copy number profiles of
489 HGS-OvCa, compared with profiles of 197 glioblastoma multiforme
(GBM) tumours47. Copy number increases (red) and decreases (blue) are
plotted as a function of distance along the normal genome (vertical axis, divided
into chromosomes). b, Significant, focally amplified (red) and deleted (blue)
regions are plotted along the genome. Annotations include the 20 most

significant amplified and deleted regions, well-localized regions with eight or
fewer genes, and regions with known cancer genes or genes identified by
genome-wide loss-of-function screens. The number of genes included in each
region is given in brackets. FDR, false-discovery rate. c, Significantly amplified
(red) and deleted (blue) chromosome arms.
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Copy	  number	  
varia:on	  

Kaplan–Meier survival analysis of this signature showed statistically
significant association with survival in all validation data sets (Fig. 2c
and Supplementary Methods, section 6).

Non-negative matrix factorization consensus clustering of miRNA
expression data identified three subtypes (Supplementary Fig. 6.5).
Notably, miRNA subtype 1 overlapped the mRNA proliferative sub-
type and miRNA subtype 2 overlapped the mRNA mesenchymal
subtype (Fig. 2d). Survival duration differed significantly between
miRNA subtypes: patients with miRNA subtype-1 tumours survived
significantly longer (Fig. 2e).

Pathways influencing disease
Several analyses integrated data from the 316 fully analysed cases to
identify biology that contributes to HGS-OvCa. Analysis of the fre-
quency with which known cancer-associated pathways harboured
one or more mutations, copy number changes or changes in gene
expression showed that the RB1 and PI3K/RAS pathways were
deregulated in 67% and 45% of cases, respectively (Fig. 3a and Sup-
plementary Methods, section 8). A search for altered subnetworks in a
large protein–protein interaction network32 using HOTNET33 iden-
tified several known pathways (Supplementary Methods, section 9)

including the NOTCH signalling pathway, which was altered in 22%
of HGS-OvCa samples34 (Fig. 3b).

Published studies have shown that cells with mutated or methylated
BRCA1 or mutated BRCA2 have defective homologous recombination
and are highly responsive to PARP inhibitors35–38. Fig. 3c shows that 20%
of our studied HGS-OvCa samples had germline or somatic mutations in
BRCA1/2, that 11% lost BRCA1 expression through DNA hypermethy-
lation and that epigenetic silencing of BRCA1 was mutually exclusive of
BRCA1/2 mutations (P 5 4.4 3 1024, Fisher’s exact test). Univariate sur-
vival analysis of BRCA1/2 status (Fig. 3c) showed better overall survival
for BRCA1/2 mutated cases than BRCA1/2 wild-type cases. Notably,
epigenetically silenced BRCA1 cases had survival similar to BRCA1/2
wild-type HGS-OvCa tumours (respective median overall survivals of
41.5 and 41.9 months, P 5 0.69, log-rank test; Supplementary Methods,
section 8, and Supplementary Fig. 8.13b). This suggests that BRCA1 is
inactivated by mutually exclusive genomic and epigenomic mechanisms
and that patient survival depends on the mechanism of inactivation.
Genomic alterations in other homologous recombination genes that
might render cells sensitive to PARP inhibitors39 discovered in this study
(Supplementary Methods, section 8, and Supplementary Fig. 8.12)
include amplification or mutation of EMSY (also known as C11orf30)
(8%), focal deletion or mutation of PTEN (7%), hypermethylation of
RAD51C (3%), mutation of ATM or ATR (2%), and mutation of
Fanconi anaemia genes (5%). Overall, homologous recombination
defects may be present in approximately half of all HGS-OvCa cases,
providing a rationale for clinical trials of PARP inhibitors targeting
tumours with these homologous-recombination-related aberrations.

Comparison between the complete set of BRCA inactivation events
and all recurrently altered copy number peaks revealed an unexpectedly
low frequency of CCNE1 amplification in cases with BRCA inactivation
(8% of BRCA altered cases had CCNE1 amplification whereas 26% of
BRCA wild-type cases did; Q 5 0.0048, adjusted for false-discovery
rate). As previously reported40, overall survival tended to be lower for
patients with CCNE1 amplification than for patients in all other cases
(P 5 0.072, log-rank test; Supplementary Methods, section 8, and
Supplementary Fig. 8.14a). However, no survival disadvantage for
CCNE1-amplified cases (P 5 0.24, log-rank test; Supplementary
Methods, section 8, and Supplementary Fig. 8.14b) was apparent when
looking only at BRCA wild-type cases, suggesting that the previously
reported CCNE1 survival difference can be explained by the higher
survival of BRCA-mutated cases.

Finally, we used a probabilistic graphical model (PARADIGM41) to
search for altered pathways in the US National Cancer Institute
Pathway Interaction Database42, and found that the FOXM1 tran-
scription factor network (Fig. 3d) is significantly altered in 87% of
cases (Supplementary Methods, section 10, and Supplementary Figs
10.1–10.3). FOXM1 and its proliferation-related target genes, AurB
(AURKB), CCNB1, BIRC5, CDC25 and PLK1, were consistently over-
expressed but not altered by DNA copy number changes, indicative of
transcriptional regulation. TP53 represses FOXM1 after DNA damage43,
suggesting that the high rate of TP53 mutation in HGS-OvCa contri-
butes to FOXM1 overexpression. In other data sets, the FOXM1 path-
way is significantly activated in tumours relative to adjacent epithelial
tissue44–46 (Supplementary Methods, section 10, and Supplementary Fig.
10.4) and is associated with HGS-OvCa22 (Supplementary Methods,
section 10, and Supplementary Fig. 10.5).

Discussion
This TCGA study provides a large-scale integrative view of the aberra-
tions in HGS-OvCa. Overall, the mutational spectrum was surprisingly
simple. Mutations in TP53 predominated, occurring in at least 96% of
HGS-OvCa samples; and BRCA1 and BRCA2 were mutated in 22% of
tumours, owing to a combination of germline and somatic mutations.
Seven other significantly mutated genes were identified, but only in
2–6% of HGS-OvCa samples. By contrast, HGS-OvCa demonstrates a
remarkable degree of genomic disarray. The frequency of SCNAs
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Figure 2 | Gene and miRNA expression patterns of molecular subtype and
outcome prediction in HGS-OvCa. a, Tumours from TCGA and ref. 25
separated into four clusters on the basis of gene expression. b, Using a training
data set, a prognostic gene signature was defined and applied to a test data set.
c, Kaplan–Meier analysis of four independent expression profile data sets,
comparing survival for predicted higher-risk patients versus lower-risk
patients. Univariate Cox P value for risk index included. d, Tumours separated
into three clusters on the basis of miRNA expression, overlapping with gene-
based clusters as indicated. D, differentiated; I, immunoreactive; M,
mesenchymal; P, proliferative (red font indicates high degree of overlap).
e, Differences in patient survival among the three miRNA-based clusters.
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Gene	  expression	  Sequence	  varia:on	  Known	  rela:onships	  	  
between	  genes	  

+	  many	  more	  



        Raw data     
SSC (928) 

 Blood (Kunkel-Kohane) 
–  Affymetrix Gene ST 1.0      316  
–  Affymetrix U133+2     19 
–  Illumina HiSeq     154 

LCL (Geschwind) 
 - Illumina REF-8 3.0    439    

AC (166) 
 Blood (Kunkel-Kohane) 

–  Affymetrix Gene ST 1.0    117 
–  Affymetrix U133+2     21 
–  Illumina HiSeq     28 

BCH (386) 
 Blood (Kunkel-Kohane) 

–  Affymetrix Gene ST 1.0    186 
–  Affymetrix U133+2     168 
–  Illumina HiSeq     32 

AGRE (1,048) 
 LCL (Geschwind) 
  - Illumina REF-8 3.0     1,048 
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•  Static genomic predisposition 
– Goal: enable streamlined analysis of genomic 

variation at any functional unit resolution 
•  Single variant / variant type 
•  Single gene 
•  Gene set / pathway 
•  Regulatory module 
•  Cellular system 
•  Genomic location / context 
… 

•  Measurement types 
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Raw genotyping array data by cohort 

•  SSC (3,184) 
–  Ilumina Infinium1M 
–  Illumina 1M Duo 

•  AC (60) 
- Affymetrix SNP 6.0 

•  AGRE (3,832) 
-  Affymetrix 10K 
-  Affymetrix 500K 
-  Illumina HumanHap550 
-  Illumina Infinium 1M 
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WHOLE EXOME SEQUENCE data by cohort 
•  SSC (2,963) 

–  State    914 
•  Illumina GAIIx 
•  Illumina HiSeq 

–  Eichler    676  
•  Illumina GAIIx 
•  Illumina HiSeq 

–  Wigler    1373 
•  Illumina HiSeq 

•  AC  (381) 
–  Daly    381 

•  Illumina HiSeq 
•  AGRE (1672) 

–  Walsh      750 
•  Illumina HiSeq 

–  BI-BCM   922 
•  Illumina HiSeq 
•  ABI SOLiD 
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Physical location  
       e.g. Chr:start-end 

  Cytoband 
    …   

Gene  
       e.g. Gene name 

   Variant function  
   … 

Gene set 
       e.g. Pathway 

   Molecular process 
   …  

Predicted variant impact  
       e.g. SIFT 

  PolyPhen 
  … 

Conservation 
e.g. GERP 

  PhyloP 
              …  
Population frequency 

e.g. 1000 Genomes 
  ESP 6500 
  … 

Clinical significance  
e.g. ClinVar 

              OMIM 
              …   
Expression patterns 

e.g. GTEx 
              BrainSpan 
              …  
Transcriptional regulation 

e.g. ENCODE TFBS 
  Histone modifications 

               … 

Exome sequence 
data processing 

Variant calling Variant annotation tranSMART input 

Comprehensively 
annotated variants 

SNPs, 
indels 

Individual	  
genotypes 

>                                     >                                       > 

ANNOVAR 
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Live	  DEMO	  

hCps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rUFH697a2n4	  
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PCORnet	  	  	  	  	  	  	  $95	  million	  	  	  	  	  	  Start	  date	  Jan	  2014	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  18	  months	  	  

11	  CDRN	  	  $7M	  
18	  	  PPRN	  	  $1M	  



PCORI  PPRN Grant 
•  Phelan-McDermid Syndrome Data Network 

–  PI: Megan O’Boyle, Mother of PMS patient 
–  Co-PI: Paul Avillach, MD, PhD 

•  Total:  $1M 
•  18 months 
•  To collect all available patient data from Phelan-

McDermid Syndrome (PMS) patients to make meaningful, 
well-annotated clinical data available to researchers and to 
share insights with members of the PCORI network  
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Peter	  B.	  Jensen,	  Lars	  J.	  Jensen	  and	  Søren	  Brunak,	  Nat	  Rev	  Genet.	  2012	  



Kohane I, Nature Review Gen. 2011 
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Live Demo PMS_DN 
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Pa?ent	  Centric	  Informa?on	  Commons	  (PIC)	  
PI:	  Isaac	  Kohane	  
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PMS_DN team 

•  Megan O’Boyle, PI & Mom of Shannon 
•  Paul Avillach, MD, PhD , Co-PI, Harvard 

Medical School 
•  Liz Horn, PhD, Co-PI, Network Director 
 
PMSF Research director 
•  Geraldine Bliss, MSc & Mom of  
 
Project Manager 
•  Andria Cornell Mann 

LGC  Data Network Specialist 
•  Rebecca Davis 

Family Engagement Specialist 
•  Jackie Malasky 

Harvard Medical School : CBMI 
•  Sushma Hanawal 
•  Michael McDuffie, MSc 
•  Isaac Kohane, MD, PhD 
•  Eric Perakslis, PhD 

Boston Children’s Hospital: cTAKES NLP 
•  Guergana Savova, PhD 
•  Pei Chen 

Harvard Medical School : IT Infrastructure 
Support 
•  Christopher Botka 
•  David Hummel 
•  Daniel Lewis 
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Additional slides 
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Pa?ent	  Centric	  Informa?on	  Commons	  (PIC)	  
PI:	  Isaac	  Kohane	  

Unstructured 
Big Data

P1 H 1 H 2 H 3

P2 H 1 H 2 ?
P3 H 1 ? H 3

Patient Linkage
Hash Index

P1 F1
P1 F2
P2 F1
P3 F2

Extracted
Feature Index

P3 F1

?

Tool
Library
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Phenotype	  

Thiopurine	  	  
dose	  

Low	  
ac?vity	  

Intermediate	  
ac?vity	  

Normal	  
Ac?vity	  

10	  %	  
dose	  

30	  –	  70	  %	  
dose	  

100	  %	  
dose	  

FDA & EMA  
recommendations 
 

?	  

Methodes: Selection of trait:  
enzymatic Activity TPMT  



TPMT Very	  High	  TPMT	  
ac?vity	  vs	  others	  



ICD10	  
Very	  High	  TPMT	  ac?vity	  vs	  others	  

257	  ICD-‐10	  
based	  
aggregated	  
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•  Patient consent(s) 
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•  EHR longitudinal data 

•  Expression Arrays 

•  Clinical Cohorts 

•  WES data 
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Biobank Explorer 
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Genome Variant Explorer 
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No	  it’s	  a	  Nega+on	  

No:	  It’s	  Sister’s	  history	  

OK	  

OK	  

2	  pa?ents	  	  
with	  gallstones	  



Pilot Study 
HEGP - Paris 
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•  R module in 
tranSMART 

•  Published figure in 
JCO 

HEGP:	  Canuel	  V,	  Avillach	  P	  


